NORTHERN TERRITORY PROJECT OFFICER

Full Time Maternity Leave Contract Position

Salary commensurate with qualifications and experience.

Located in Darwin this is a maternity leave contract commencing immediately until June 2010. The successful applicant will provide professional development and in-school support to secondary schools across the Territory on whole school approaches to mental health and wellbeing using MindMatters.

Key duties include:

- MindMatters professional development coordination and in-school support for the Territory high schools in the three sectors.
- In partnership with education and health sectors
- Experience and knowledge of mental health
- Experience with the MindMatters resource and project training experience in schools and sectors in related areas will be valued in this role.

For job and person specifications, please contact Sue Ablett at sue.ablett@ipa.edu.au

For further information contact Jill Pearman on 0421 644 030 or jill.pearman@det.nsw.edu.au

Expressions of interest (maximum of 5 pages including CV) to be received in Adelaide by close of business Friday 15th January 2010 addressed to:

Ms Sue Ablett, MindMatters/Principals Australia
PO Box 112, Hindmarsh, SA 5007
Email: sue.ablett@ipa.edu.au
Fax (08) 8340 7800

Applicants will need to be available for interview from 20 - 22 January 2010.

Northern Territory Early Intervention Pilot Program Coordinator and Implementation Officer

Administrative Officer 7 ($59 186 - $61 986)

Temporary vacancy to 31/12/2012. Manage the development and implementation of the Northern Territory Early Intervention Pilot Program and provide effective supervision and support to staff within the Unit.

For further information regarding advertised positions:

www.ntgov.au/jobs • 1300 659 247

CARE ABOUT THE ENVIRONMENT?

Experience Antarctica

Now recruiting for Professional, Trade, Hospitality and other support positions in Antarctica.

To find out about working and living in Antarctica, visit our website:

jobs.antarctica.gov.au

Northern Territory Early Intervention Pilot Program Education and Resources Development Officer

Administrative Officer 5 ($62 094 - $65 328)

Crime Prevention Darwin

Quote Vacancy Number: 200157
Temporary vacancy to 31/12/2012. Develop and deliver the Katherine Region Early Intervention Pilot Program targeting binge drinking and alcohol abuse among young people.

Media Liaison Officer

Administrative Officer 4 ($52 367 - $60 116)

Media and Corporate Communications Darwin

Quote Vacancy Number: 16922
Provide advice and coordinate the Australian Apprenticeships and Commonwealth Incentive Programs and support the Learning Development Section to ensure effective administration.

Information and Communications Technology Security Administrator

Administrative Officer 4 ($52 367 - $60 116)

Information and Communications Technology Security Darwin

Quote Vacancy Number: 2925

Ensure timely and cost effective delivery of all Information and Communications Technology Security administrative function that processes requests, manages disputes and verifies request related to Information Communication Technology System resources.

Administrative and Data Systems Operator

Administrative Officer 3 ($44 240 - $54 903)

Drug Enforcement Darwin

Quote Vacancy Number: 9731

Ensure timely and cost effective delivery of all Mechanical Workshop Services and the maintenance of Financial or Administrative and Service records with regard to the Mechanical Workshop budget.

Workshop Manager

Technical 5 ($71 913 - $77 912)

Fleet Management Darwin

Quote Vacancy Number: 9114

Ensure timely and cost effective delivery of all Fleet Management services.

Workshop Foreman

Technical 4 ($63 081 - $69 407)

Fleet Management Darwin

Quote Vacancy Number: 9116

Provide high level technical and administrative support to the Workshop Foreman in charge and members of the Drug and Or ganised Crime Division of the Northern Territory Police.